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Just passed my ANCC FNP certification exam yesterday February 10, 2015!!! Just a heads up -- my
exam had about 40% non clinical questions so make sure you focus on studying
theories/ethics/research. Not too many ethics/research questions but a TON of THEORY questions.
I also had about 10-15 picture questions, 10 drag & drop questions, and about 10 multiple answer
questions (but they specify how many correct answers there are.) If you take ANCC, make sure you
spend at least 3 full days reviewing non-clinical info... a lot was common sense but it helps to have
some knowledge about it. I would say don't stress too much about memorizing labs... know the
basic ones (for anemia, BUN/Cr/ etc.) There are 200 questions on ANCC ... your brain will get tired!
I recommend taking a 5 minute break to drink some water, go to the restroom, and splash your face
with some water at the 100 question mark. It will help!!Now review of books I used:1) Barkley -- I
went to the Barkley review course and I would say it was just okay. The audio/book is also just okay

and it's mostly memorizing information (everything is presented in outline form). I think for the FNP
exam, its best to UNDERSTAND diseases/treatments instead of memorizing information because
the questions are formatted in a way that memorizing random info isn't going to cut it. You can use
the book, but I would say don't let it be your primary study tool. However, this was the best book for
non-clinical review since it has the most information. I also listened to the audio whenever I was in
the car.2) Fitzgerald -- I really love this book! It definitely is more information than you really need to
know but it really help me understand the material way more than Barkley's review did. If you have
time, I would say read through this book once or twice -- it has questions embedded throughout the
review material so it helps you to really think. THIS NEW UPDATED EDITION DOES HAVE
INFORMATION ON NON-CLINICAL QUESTION! It was a good review but make sure you study
other materials as well because it mainly focused on ethics & reimbursement and not so much on
theory and research. I was getting mostly 65-70's when doing practice tests but after reading this
book, I started getting 75-80s on practice tests. I would recommend reviewing this book a month
prior (for 2 weeks). Then 2-3 weeks before your exam, put it away and focus on Leik! You don't
want to overwhelm yourself before the exam.3) Leik - BEST STUDY BOOK. I felt this was most
helpful in my review. After reading Fitzgerald, Leik's book does a really good job at tying everything
together so it will be easier for you to apply your knowledge on the exam. I believe Fitzgerald & Liek
combo is the best for studying! And practice questions--- bonus!! I did 25/day for about a month to
prepare me. Once you start getting scores in the 80's... you're ready!Good luck! :)

I just passed my AANP FNP board exam today and felt well-prepared.I used several materials to
prepare, and this book was the most helpful for the following reasons:--Topics and depth most
closely matched those on the exam compared to other materials I used.--Well written practice
questions with few errors. I would say the actual exam questions are a bit more difficult, but only in
that they have another couple of layers to them, but not different material.--good clarity and
summary of topics using the latest guidelines.Topics not covered in this book that I recommend
spending time on are Tanner stages, HIV, and more on infectious disease in general.Other
materials I used which were somewhat helpful were Codina-Leik, Winland Brown, and Fitzgerald
audio. I took a practice test with aanp-fnp.com and it was TERRIBLE.The test bank on the Davis
web site is free with the book, or you can buy it separately. It has some problems and I did not find it
very useful. It includes all of the questions from the book, and every quiz you take repeats multiple
questions so it is not actually a fresh quiz. Additionally, many of the questions are missing
information that is presumably given in another question, so you have nothing on which to base

your answer. For example, I got two questions that gave me only an age and a gender and asked
me the next appropriate step for the patient. What?!?I also advise extreme caution when scratching
off the access code for the test bank. I did not scratch it off just right, and was unable to read the
code, and the customer service dept. at FHEA actually told me I would need to purchase access to
the test bank that was supposed to be free with the book since it was my fault for doing a bad job
scratching the code off! Thankfully, replaced the entire book without charge.

Ordered this book to aid in my studying during my NP primary care class. This book is divided by
body system and then further divided by disease. There are questions and then a discussion about
the specific disease. This book helps the student to focus in on the important aspects of specific
diseases. I highly recommend anything by Margaret Fitzgerald...she is the NP review guru!! :)

I bought this book in addition to the 3rd edition. Guess I should have know that it would be almost
the same book but with minor changes. That wasn't clear when I was looking at the book and I
assumed there would be a totally different question bank. I'm finding that the questions are the
same as the last book so that was disappointing.

The publication date kept getting pushed back which was kind of annoying, but it was well worth the
wait. The organization of the book makes it extremely easy to focus on areas of concern or areas
where more reinforcement is neeed. Each chapter includes practice questions that are followed by a
discussion section (serves as the rationale section). Each chapter also includes helpful tables for
quick reference. If you are type that studies best (for class or certification prep) through the use of
practices questions, then this book is for you.

I'd recommend getting this during your last few/last semester in NP school, it really helps when you
are learning to material to read a condensed version. I also used this to study for the boards for 3
weeks and passed using just this book and going to the in person live review class - I took the
AANP boards.

This edition has numerous typographical and grammatical errors. At times the errors make it difficult
to decipher the root of the question. I would NOT recommend this edition. Please note that I thought
the 3rd edition was excellent, that is why I purchased this edition. Now all I have is buyers remorse
and a review book I most likely will not use. Save your money.
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